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To counterbalance research emphasis on conventional
forms of ,political participation such'as voting, discussing politics,,
and donating campaign money, the paper presents data from a
crossnatidnal study conducted 11.1974, of unconventional as, well as
conventional partidWpation, *Unconventional participation* is
interpreted as including an individual's potential for,participating
in a political protest activity a$ well as participation in voluntary
association aembershipp, which are got,cf an overt political nature.
Part of a crossnationil study to a4sess orgakizational membership
impact on politics in eight westerlydemdcracies, the paper reports
only on data for the United Statist Theoretical cdeocerns of the study
focus on changing trends in Oolititil profest, characteristics and \
motivation of indiiiduals involved in protest, and the relationship
between economic deprivation and political action. Survey respondents
were asked to identify membership and classify level of activity in
-59 types of organizationS. Results were classified by sex, r
-educational level, age, and.:race. 'An organizational activism index
was created. Findings concerning the importance of organizational
involvement for conventional participation are siipported by the data.
However, these analyses do-not' confirm the presaged impact of
organizational involvement on reducing protest, dissatisfaction, and
distrust in governaent..(Author/DB)
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SOMA POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES OF

ORGANIZATIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN AMERICA

I 1.---
Sampe0. H. Barnes`

The.Univers1 y of Michigan .
0

). Introduction

Po itical partiapation'may'be the key concept of t e decade for politi-
cal scien s.. It,. is currently being investigated in a riad of contexts

*and from numerous methodological perspectives. It is rec; a great deal
Of empirical attention from students.utilizing'the techni of survey
research.1-, Itis viewed.as,one of the five '!prises" of pOlitical development,
and henceis central to the,theoretidal<concerns of studenttet.developing
as well as developed cbuntries.2 It has been viewed a a poAsible source of
decay;3 4s a pathway to political Plowledge and sophi ication, 4 as a cure
for elitism,5 and as the organizing prinqpie of the s ciety of the future.6
An interest in participation today, therefore, wouleseem to need no particu-
lar justification.

. f

A great deal of research on participation has focused on conventional,

institutionalized participation; unconventional farms have tended to be
ignored. The'crosshational study from which the presnt data derive.was
designed to inwsrigate both unconventional and conventional forms of par-
ticipation. Our purpose iethis paper is to extend the study of the impac
.of organizational membership on politics beyond conventional forms of°
participation and, in a tentative'andpreliidnary lashiom, examine the
relationship between memberships and unconventional partheipation as we have
operaeionalAzed it., We will also examine the, relationships between organize-

,' tional memberships and sever4i politically important Measures of attitude.

The study of-which thistinvestigation forms a part has been carried
out in eight countries the United States, Great Britain, The Netherlands,
West Germany; Austria, Finland, Switze 'rland, sand Italy and' several volumes
are projected that will report the results in Comparative perspective.7

1 the joint vo%umes are published, investigators may report individually f.

only on the dataset,,that .they themselves have generated. Hence, this
paper is limited to data from the United States.

-44

The crossnational project is a truly collaborative undertiking.' The
group reached decisions in a series of fourteen Meetings beginning in 1971 '
at which we delineated the theo iCalloous, identifiefi basic concepts,
decided upon 6perational measures these concepts, *Id worked out
sampling procedurea. Extensive pi t work wds carried out; tje final' 4. '

questionnaire,pretested;pnd the fieldwork was executed in late 1973 and 1974
in the.first five countries. Fieldwork in Finland, Switzerland, and Italy
was completed -in 1975. The American study itself went into the field in
the summer of 1974. '

44 3
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The first volume reporting,theC.rossnational pork is now substantially. .
completed; it deals wit.politicd1 action in its various forms. Its focus
is heavily sociopsychological, dealing i particular with such individual
9tlevel attributes as ideology, values, p sone/ satisfaction and deprive,
tion, and'political satisfaction and deprivation. The second voluMe'will ,

build on- =the first, adding'explicit attention to system -.level variables.such
as dimensions of ;cleavage and patterns'of mobilization. Other volumes
will deal with special topics. The present paper reports'on explotatory
work carried out in the United States on involvement in organizationsone
important, aspect of mobilizationand some of its political consequences.'
It 1s an initial look at the data and should ibe viewed as a. report on work
in progress. Later analyses will refine the findings reported here for the
United States and will extend them to other countries.

. . . - . A

Some theoretical 'oncernt

I

From the beginning, we have been concerned with changenot in the.pre-
cise meaning of diachronic studies measuring different points in times
but rather in the sense of tapping emerging patterns that may differ in
significant ways from, those existing in the past., We viewed the profit .

activities of the late 1960s as possible harbingers of the forms of
political action of the future. We realizs that protests are a very old,form
of-political.engagement that have waxed and waned without ever being. totally
discarded even in the most tranquil polities. But'thesources of protest
and the'tjpes of individuals involved ih.them.seem to have altered in recent'
years. We wish to understand how the characteristics and motivations of
persons engaging in various forms of political action-today differ ah(how 0
these might relate to changes in society.

In the past much.protest activity was associated with ths claims of new,
groups agalmst established,elites:' First, the middle class f6ughtthe
old elites,'then worker pushed claimS against the middle class. Religious,
ethnic, linguistic; and other minorities have trad tionally-been willing, to
engage in unconventional forms of politicalsadtion De6lining groups
suet as farmers or shopkeepers have also seen .wil ng to utilize protest '

techniques, demonstrating that it is not inevitab y a left-wing Prtctide.
What sdemed new in the 1960s was that unconwen onal forms of political action
were embraced by groups that Were traditiona y closest to the established.
order= -the educated'and affluent young. Those'who seemingly had the most
to gain from the existiftg order were'often its most vigorous critics, while '

the disadvantaged or at least the less affluent, lower middle-class and
wOrkingclass 'Kbyte,* were,defenders of the status quo. It is not our inten-
tion in this.pper to reviewthe extended dis6ussions published elsewhere.8 ,

We will mention here only the general outlines of'three convergent theoretical
perspectives that haVe £nfluenced the design of4the larger study, as these
fragments of,theory explainthe choice of age, edUCatio , andkleft-right self-
placement as principal'variables in.our analyses unconventional paticipatidn.

The literature qn postindustrial society su es:ts that education and
know/edge will be the pathways, to status in the futire.9 The changing com-

t
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position of the tabor rorce, especially the shift from the secondary to the

tertiary sedtorsc'of the economy, will increase the centrality.Oedueation.
Furthermore, theoretical knowledge will be of partfcular impoitance, and

this,rather th.an more narrow technical training, is the'primary focus of the

'elite universities that were at the forefront of the student protest itithe
for sOcial
"Raves",
ral

bases of

34160s. DavFd Apter has hypothet4ed that the locus of the pus
and political innovations will shift from the "have nots" to t

4 to segments of a radicalited'educated bourgeoisie. 10: These stru

changes i the economy thus should lead to changes in the social

different forms of political action. FurtherMore, as the disaffected are
better educated, there should also be a change in attitudes toward the
political system, with those individualt and. groupsstoward the periZery
of,society no more lAtely Ito be dyNgcted than those near the center.

', 1
Somewhat different in emphasis but si milar in -Conclusion are the im-

plications of the concept of a hierarchy of needs, which is associated with
the work of Abraham Maslow.11 The MaSlow thesis posits that human needs

a'hierafchy, with security needs, as for ,shelter and food, dominating

the lower levelS. Next ,come higher order needs, as for esteem and belong-
.

ing. Pinally, self-actualizationor self-realization, which refer tkthe

- development of one's potential, form the highest order of needs. These

needs are fixed early in life, so that'an individual is driven by what is

leaking in childhood. Only need for self-actualization is not formed
by these deprivations, hence only those withsecure-formative years will be

motivated by higher"Order needs. ThiSperspective would, like the post-
industriiI7society literature, lead us to expect the affluent to be con-
cerned with self-actualization; and, given the increase in affluence and

education during thepyt generation] we would expect the young to be

especially motivated 8y higher order needs. Older and less affluent indi-

viduals would be much more concerned withiecurity and other Isiwer order

needs. The empirical evidence for and against the existence of a need
hierarchy is miXed.12 *But, whether its eistence is ultimately confirmed

not, lt suggests that the affluent andieducatedyoung are of particular

importance for the understanding of changes in the dynamics of political

action and attitude formation.

The third -theoretical sand that hai influenced our design is the line

Of thinking associated with--the concept of relative deprivation. This con-

cept has'been thoroughly' explored elsewhere; especially in the-work of

Ted Gurr,13 ,Several studies have demonstrated that the relationship be-

tween measures of objecti,ke deprivation and politics is not very strong .14

.1x is obvious that many factors of 'a cultural and contextual nature intervene,

henceperceptions and expectationaare'more important than objective condi-

tipns. If this is the case, then the expectations of the affluent young, and

consequently their levels of felt deprivation, could differ vastly,frOm what

would bepredicted from their objective conditions. Ahd the actual levels

of deppivatiOn,of the disadvantaged likewise would not be as important as

the gap between their expectations and levels of achievement. We are not,

in this paper, interested in deprivation, hence we will spend no time oh

the complexity of the concept and the ways in which it can be conceptualized.15

What'seems most important is that people tend through time to come to terms

with .the realities of their situation so that deprivation, no matter how

conceptualized, is not widely perceived. Numerous studies have shown that
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. satisfaction is-remarkably constant across socioecon c categories.16

Consequently, from this perspective t should not be surprising that
those whOfor'various reaSons.have-not yet made .peace with their situation c

'shou/d, be especially prone td)rotest 'activity and feelings of dissatisfac-
tiok, , \

N 2 .

These ftheoretiCal intergsts'have led us to focus on unConventionalos
we as c;inventidner political action, and have also suggested a special
co ern with age and education as determinants of political,attitudes and

.

. ac ion. Our interest in organizational involvemerft, ,on the,other hand, Stems
f our concern with the impact of akects of mobilization on PoliticS.

.

In our first drossnationalanalyses we'largely concentrated on socio-s4-
psychological variables. At this time the way in'which people are tied
into the political system becomes the focus, andthis'paper concentrates
on a single impOrtant aspect of mobiliiation--involvement in organizations.

Literature that Pcuments the coritributibn of prganizational involve-

ment-to conventional participation is cited below.. To our knowledge, the
relationship of organizational invol'Vement witti unconventional participa- -

'don. has not,been directly examined, so there is little to vide us when we
turn in this direction. The "participatory democracy"literature, however,'
suggests that people who are active Ap organizations have more. positive.
views toward the political system. Indeed, participation is widely viewed
as ap ante for feelings of alienation and inefficacy: Andlittle in the
literature of participation .would lead us to expect people with high in-
volvedent in the organizational infrastrture of society to 'be involved
deeply in unconventional activities, which, bythei. r very nature, would seem
to attract the marginal rather than the-integrated. .

t

.The relevance of the participatory democracy literature;,however;is
dubious. The nature of .the participation involved is mpich different from
that experienced in he organizations examined here and, to a large extent,
its,utility for the real World of politics is.unt sted. It 'is better to
approach the data without preconceptions: the ex 1oratibn inthe pages
that lollow of the relationship between organizat oval inlolvement and
less investigated arenas of politics is. tentative:

. Organizational Involvement in.America--

) . Measurement and'Dimensions
,,,.

The method used tp obtain information about organiszatio
mentreflects the int3rests and degds of the crossnationa'1 r
taking of which this datasdt is'a part. Respondents were sh
organizations and asked to indicate to which they belonged,
each indicated organization they were asked their level of a
very,active, fairly active, or'not at all active. Some organizational -

categories were country specific; such'es those of refugees from theeeaSt
in'Germany, but the broad structure of organizations isaimilar in All the
countries We studied. ' Ay

P

Al inv ve -

search
a list of

If any. For

tivrity.,-
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,. me erThe distribution of ibships and levels of activity are shown '

4.
in Table 1. Church membership; claimed.by 487. is by farrthe most common 0,,

variety;17 political parties are-fhe-next nost!numerotis category with 16; of
. . , . . t

, . - , .

Table 1 here
.

.. .

J

, .
. o 41.

,the,population. Trade-union membership,is claimed by only 13%.. It is sur-

i prising.that-partYlmeMbership, which in a formal sense is less.widespread.

in the U. S. than in Europe, shoUidbe'secand only, to church membership
in number of respondents claiming it- We looked at several background and
political involvement characteristics of thee party members And found that ,

they were as a group highly involved in conventional aspects ofpoliticyi
activity. ',Part membership is closely associated with conventional partici-
pation. For this reason, as well as' ome lack of clarity in the meaning
of, party membership ill the U. S., we will noi"inelude Oarty.memberehip in the

k

4

summary measures used in the following analyses. _

.

Three summary variables were' constructed from the orgkAlzational

memberships infotmafion: One simplysummarizes total memberships. Anather-

reflects lel./E1 of activity far-those with,at least 6ne membership: it con -'

sists of the-mean level of activity of the respondent In the organizations
to which'he or she belongs, An index o, organizational activism was created

by weighting level of activity by numbier of organizations,.-witflithe
results expressed by fouf'levels of activismnone, loy,'medium, and. high.

-

Table 2 shims the organizational involYematt of respondends.with break-
downs by sex,'educatiOn, race, and ale: Table-5

Table '2 here

.

shows the mean level ot activity in organizations_ with the s ame breakdowns.

Finally, Table 4 shows the same

Table 3 here

breakdown& for the summary index of organizktional activism., .

Table 4 here

Numerous studies'hame demonstrated the peavily middle-class nature of
xoluntary association Membership, at least in the United States. These
,findings ate, iu general, replicated in our study. Class and education-.are

.clpsely related; because of the'theoretical importance of education, we will
concentrate on that me'asutk. Higher educational levels are over-represented
in organizations and among activists. Table 5 presents these finds., In the

'

.
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'fable l'

Organizational Involvementa

Type of organization

g

Church or religious organization

Polielcarparty

Trade Union

Social group

Fraternal lodge..

Professional associatign

.1"7" Athletic club of team . .\-- '.

1.

Special_luteresVhobby 'group

Veterans organization
..

/Civic group .)

ChIltable-social-welfare organization

NeIghbor'hood association
.

Business association .

4, . Youth club

Farm organization °

., _

Cooperative society
4

Other political club
4 .

Racial or ,ethnicthni6 association

°try organizations.

.

-I

4

Members., Not

,active

.Fairly

active
Very
.active

48 ,=10 20
.:

.18, 1

16 T 7 2

13. 5 ' 7. 6. '2

12 1 6 .5 /.

,11' 4 .
.

5. 2

kl. y. 3 6 2'

11
12'

4 6-
.

10 1 5 4

7 3 3 1

7 1 3 3

6 1 3 .2 '

' 5 1
.

3 1

5 1
,..

1

3
b

2

3 r Lip

2 - __b '. 1 -.1;)

2 ..1 1. 1'

1 --b 1
__b

8 2 2 4

a,
All percents are of total samp e.

1p
Fewer than 5cases.
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Table 2

4

-,

Total 0rganization1 Memberghip Claimedl(in Z)
.

.

+. .

i
.

'

.

4

A'

Y

44

\

None 1 2

'4 or
3. more

N.
Total Sample

Sex:

Men
WOmen

f. .
. .

Education: t
Less than High. School
Iligh School ,

.Some College

.r*

Race:

Whita
Bla4

Age:

LesSithan 3Q
30-Ff

Total N mit

-26-

23
28

36.

'26

15

23

32
'23

446

0 -.

25
33

.37
.. 33

18

`29

41

31'
1-29

503

I.

21

23

19

...

.17

23

21

1

k,

17

22

349

"

.

12

1
..

5

10",

'. t.

7

, 9

22

12

12

'14
12

211

0

r

'

12

a

14.
9

3

. 9

23

-12
7

6

14

192

It 9

110
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'Table 3

4
rtivity Level

;

im each level)

r

4

Or

4.,

9

I .-

Medium Medium
None- Low Low High High

Total Sample:

*Age:

Sex:

Men
Women

Race:
I

-White
Black

.00

Less than,30 31

30+ '22

25

22
1

27

.
Education: . : -,

/

Less 'than HiglOchool! 35

Some Cbllage 14

.-- .High School . 25

25

22\

Total N =

19 .

) 24

15 .

17 .

'

23

e*l

15 .

419 317 419 4229 303

25 14 184.

.

24 15 14
6

.25 13 21

.
,

.
.

22 '.7 19
28 12 19
25 22 16.

0 .

25 14 17

27 . 12 29

26 11 / 16
24 15 19

e.

Ir

ti .
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. Table 4

Organizational Attivisi index
(% in ea 'level)

I -

- None
.

Lbw Medium
.4
High

Total Sample

Sex:

Men
Women

Education:
%

- . ilss thanHigh School
High School "
Some College

-.

Race:

White
Black

9
... '

Age:

Less than 30
30+

,, .

Tots/ 'N

)

25

22
27

36
.25
14

25
23

32
22

419

-

,

"

.4t. /
26 :22

26 23
26 21

,4

30 . 20
27 S. 24
20' 23't

...

26 2t
26 23

26' 20.
26 3..

011
436 369

*

*

'1111

.r,

27

'

2211,

14
24
43

27
28''

22
2'9

45.0

r

1 t.

1 Ii I
1 ..- .

11
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... , Table 5
'

.

:

. 114- ,S1,, 1 . r , -. . :, .. .
.,....\ ,.

. ., .

liducation A01,,,laklvement. 'percent Iiith Mdre Than
/ , ,.

.-.
- 12 Years of Education at That *Level of Adtivity

-.

V

Organization
.., ;

, .
Level of - activity' - '

-..,.. 1
Medium

.. .

.,.

Low _ , ' oigh

Fraternal lodge

Business association

T6fessional,aagottation.

Farm organization

Church o r relie organization

Neighborhood association
4

Social group

Athletic club or team r*

Cooperative society

Political party

Other.paiti club

Charitable-social welfare or a

Veteran's organization

Civic group'

Specialized interest /'hobby group

'Racial or ethnic association

f. ' O

4 35 . 51 12
*. 'NI.' .t .

62 67 .76
c...":.. -

831 84' 74 : lit4
67 ^ 713 36. 1:....

,

a
0 39

l:
34.

647 ,56` -: '44
..-. ,

40 59 :.57,

20 54 %
..

/:4-
..

62 55 4. , a
...

50:
6

'64 59
, . .

45 ': 54
.

i.i

on i 46 57 66
0

35 45 38 .-
1 .

O.; '68

64 -.'64 : ,53
.0' J

4 .
a a.°

n.

Youth

Trade urUons
.

Other organizatiOns

-

-.

. i , 50 '' 75 80,

..
'43 56 4k

4, 22 24,' 2'4 4 '
.. -

5 . .
1 ; .

52 33 49 ,,)

. 11..0j ' ...S '

aFeer than'5.cases.

t

a

\

12
0

.. , ....
,....

AP r .

O I
1
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't9tal sample 34 percent possess at least some College. (seeTable'5).

. 'Table 5 'here

4..

1101,

- o'

.. People under hiry are n s heay.tly involved' in organizations
y

as those

'thirty-dnd ever, but the cliff rences in overall levels are not great
18-

Youth,:however, is somewhat concentrated in yputh and sport,iirganizatiohs.

,, Men are slightly more likely than women to join and to . Finally-,

the differences between Blacks and-Whites ate negli differenceS,
between the, two gropps in education and'bthfr b e Eeken.int6-' -'

acccrunt,.nikparticipatioh rates of' slacks are in fact higher than those

-of Whites. .,
r

. - . :
r -- f. -. .

i

With the exception of the findings :concerning BP&Cks,
e

our reseasch is '
thus in line'with previoua',Lindings-a1564o;ganizetional involvement.i9i
Slight.differenCes in pgpationglizations make preAlise Comparisons difficult

to aatie4e'i but in there,arelno surprise's, ,Mea, the-better'
, ,

-, _

educated, and the not-so-yoUng are higher, in number-meiberstas-and in
activism than,,theiecompleinenrary sets. ,A..eoui concern-is not; -With the

investigation of organizational'inyolvements7but with political cormequencesi.,,
.
we turn now to convent nal participation. -,

1-

:-,f .:

.21Organizational Involvement and Conventional PartiCipetion

. . -. 4_2_ ___ ., : . .

Moit wiriting about political participation has emphasized institUrion-
. alized activities such es votingdiscussing'politics, And donating money

.:- ,

for campaigns. The relationship between,:thisItype of political activity,
which We label conventional participation, arid' involvement in organization's ..

does-not receive great attention: An excvtion is the previbusly mentioned
Partitipation in Americaof.Verba and Nie.4° -Their analysis documented
severaf findings'concerning the'impacr of organfzdtional involvement on N-,,
participation. The relationship w4s genuine and not e.to other social
IAcharacterigtics, though it was weakened by,correcti r social character- .
-istics..,Le'vels Otactivity in th"worgdidliiation are.alsO impOrtand:'21
:Theindividual who is i passiWmember in onaor more pranitaet54.is no
more likely to be active in politicsathan the individual who belongs to no

. such association ". 22 -They also.found that'expostre to political dis- .

politi impatt.23 1.ren *activity in nonpolitical organizations bad an
cugsioils and'coimunity:activitieswithin :the 3ndreased rts'

,
$ ° impact politic4Layarticipation. 24 ..,.

...-.

"Our results support three findings insofaas we can reconstruct thenk,
with our data. Our Measure Of conventional participation differs from theirs
in details but taps roughly similar aspects of political action.' The Verba-:
-Nie summary participationtindex, alsbreferred to-as the standard 'par a-

. Lion scale, is constructed from a factor analysis of. the' four` factor s.

th't defined the four modes of partial3ation.45 Our conventional participa-
tibn index is composed of elements from three of tii four modes: we omit
voting because it does not vary greatly within'Several-of the countries in
our crossndrional study. The construction of our .conventional participa-

tion variable is exprained14n greater detail in the forthcoming ,volume. '106

eimat
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It i's_ clear that organizational in'volVement is'a principal con;ributor
te.conventiOnal paxtieipation. Because out interest in tl* relative
impact of youth and-education we have- sen to evaluate the impact-of _

organizatiOns along with these-two va iables. We know that people wflosee,
thekseles as being 'on the left in politics are Moke'likely tO."engage in
unconventional politics than those on the rightat least in the United
States.at the present time. For this reason We control for geneial political.
tendency in our'analysis of conventional par4cipation in order to show how

1$ its impact difitrs between the two forms of_ participation. We performed. a_
Multiple Classification Analysis (MCA) pf conv tional participation with
these four variables as predictors. As Ta -6demonstrat,pe,-total

. Table 6 here

0
organizational activity, is abetter pXedictor,of conventional participation
than the other three; All make an impoitdnt contributiOn. Given the error'

:inherent in survey data, an explained variance of 22%'is not unimpressive.
The.importance of organizational activism rather than mere Membership has
been widely noted, se We performed. an MCA analysis of. conventional partici-
'pation with the two componentsnf the index as predictors. We find tOat
1:4th total memberships and level.of activity contribute o conventional
par ipation, and at .the same level of strength. The for total membership
is .28 'd fOr'level-of.activity is .27. These'two together explain. :
14 peiten of the variance in conventional participation. 'nits finding_
merits fu then consideration not possible in this paper,- It is clear that' .y

8 both medaberships.and activism Contribute t(5 conventionalsparticiPadon.
,c4

44a

Organizations and Unconventional Participation.

r. . .

Up to this point in the discussion our findings are in line with previous
work. They now become less'readily predictable', and one reason is simply the
absence of previous research to guide.us.

.

Much has beerywritten about'unconventio 1 forms of political partici-.

.
.

.

.

-a Ration. The unrest pf the Late 1960s' led red a gre4tjnterest in protest
behavior, its origins,, and consequences. The findings of these studies

.
,

are 'still in the process of being integrated into the literature on political
participation. It1is a slow process, because prOtesq behavior is rare and
sporadicaMong mass publics, which make difficult to study in a'systematic
fashion. Moreover, most empirical work on participatibn did not consider
unconventional forms of participation at all: only institutionalized,
"normal", forms were included. Milbrath, in his influent41 synthesis of
knowledge,about participation, specifically excluded protest behavior.26
And so do Verba and Nie in Participation in America:. onlyin The Netherlands
in their ccdssnational work .did the Vetba-Nip, et al. research group include
questions about unconventional forms of behavior, and there they, found that
(protest behavior formed another mode pf political actpn27 The eight-nation
study of which the data utilized here are a part was designed to investi-
gate unconventiona as well as conventional Participation,'and it is to the
measurement aPthe order that we now turn.

0
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jable 6

Model of Conventional Participation.
.

Organizational activism index

Education

Age

Left-right self Rp.acement

Variance explainee(adjusted R2) =..22

r

f
.20

.18

414
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Actual invblVement in unto ehtional political action -is- limited. let .

is not difficult to see why this is so., -The.verY nature of unconventional-
activity makes 'it cos4ly for many people to become involved. It requires,
that one act contrary to-general norms, and that to is oftertdifficult for
people to do unless they are part of a subculture that supports them in
this activity. Ihvolvement'in'unconventional activities is also constrained
by,the context of action,,py the vastly differing environments within which
people,find themielveS. Theimpact of the setting can be controlled for
in the research design, but in the preient study we have opted_for national
samples and have' not attemptedto institute controlp for differing environ-
ments. .

1-
.

.,
.

.

We have measured protest potentislirather ehan'actual'involvement inv
,protest activities. This deCision tlows from

..11

t e above reasons, and
especially from otir recognition that' inVolvement is heavily dependent on
opportunity. eluOur. scaleof protest potenaal Was decided upon after exten-
sive develAnnenta;,worKin several countries. -It provides a single score
for each respondents thae'says-, la-effect, I'would go this far and no further
in engaging in an increasingly difficult Set of protest behaviors. These
behaviors rangliffromisigning petitions to engaging in boyCotts occupying
buildings, taking part in undfficialstrikes, damaging property, and fighting
with other demonstratore,and polite. Therewere originally ten of ,these
items, and'the respondent was asked aboilt three dimensions, of- each of them,..
The first whether he or she appr8ve0 strongly`, approved, disapproved, br
aisaPpioverstrongly of the act. -Reipondents were then asked whether they
considered the act very effective, S'omewhat.effective, not very effective,
or not at an effeg%Xv. The finaf dimension concerned behavior whether' the
respondent had done the ace,-would do it, might do it,'or would never do
it. 'Out composite ipdex is heauily.weighted by the approval dimension.
e items con rning protest-meet the requirements of Guttman scales. Seven
tems_w e utilized for the final version. of the scale, and *'n the United

States ey ranged in difficulty as in Table 7.4. ,

.

able 7 here . ., .

4, 4 ' .i .
The theoretical literature on which ,out work on unconventional political

behavior,ip based led,us to diverse and'Sometimes conflicting ex ectatiNs
..nejf.concerning the impact of digankzational involvement. One l' f thought

is"thaeproteat.activity.isa political tactic of those without noVtaely:
regularized forms of access4for political action. Organizational involvement
should be expected to reduce the need for unconventional action, as those
with exte ive ties to ocganizations would have ready access to aolItical
deciii ma ers. his line of thinking suggests a strong negative j.a.Aation-4--
ship be

:

organizational involvement and protest potential: In addition,
extens \lizational ties should reduce feelingb of estrangeMent and lack
of tr t; org niz4tional activists should feel.closer to the political
syst . Anotherset,oxpectations.4erive from viewing orginizationt as
vehicles of mobilization, in- WItch case byganizational activists could be k

expected, to posseasthe personal and .pol tical resources essential.to
.

nconveptional'as well as 'conventional ctivities, and hence wbuld be heavily
repreSented.among those high on protest pot,ential. Still another view is
that ths'hature of' the orgahizatZ,o it if wciuid make a substantial difference.

/ , '''
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Protest otential Scale United States

(Wit& Percent "Willing to Go That Far")

a

.

if

O' . a 2 3 4 5 , `6 '.

°'
, .

. 4

',. Peti-rDemon Boy- Rent Occupqr Unofficial Blocades 4

IN:gotest, tions, stratioris cotts Strikes tions strikes

9' 21 , 24. 26 a

I

3
3

6% of responses were not scalable

CR = .96

N = 1615

. .
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That is, some organizations have a conservatizing impact while others
radicalize their members.

. ..

The most important finding that Ve have to report is that organizational: .s

involvement is eimply,not strongly related to protest potential when simple
controls are applied (see Table 8). Our, simple four, predictor model fits

Table 8 here

protest potential 'even/teTter than conventional participation, but the
relative contribution of the variables tor,the explanation differs. Age is
the most important., followed by education and left-right self, placement,
which are roughly equal, in explAnatoDy power. The contribution of organiza-
tional activism is modest when controls for the other three variables are
instituted. Protest potential does increase modestly with organizational
activism, and in .,'monotonic fashion, from a mean score of 3.37 among those
with no memberships lo 3.38 among those low, 3.48 among those, in the
middle grotp, and 3.,63 among the most ,actiMe. But this impact is overshadowed '

by that of the other variables.

It remains possible that the impact of organizational involvement
varies from organization to Organization and thus,the inclusion of so many

-different ones leads to A canceling of effects. Table 9 shows the many
levels of protest potential of the various categories of activism for each
type of organization. It is clear that membership in most organizations is

Table:9 her
1r

not 'strongly related to increased protest-potential, and organizational
acfivigm'is in fact associated with decreased protest potential., Tr:almost
all cases, the Most active-categoryvhai a lot4er mean protest potential score
thah at least one of the lesser levels of, activism. There are only two
exceptions, and they billow expected trends: athletic and youth categories
eXfiibitthe highest levels of protest potential among the most active members.
This fits neatly into our explanation of why the relationship between
vahi,aelonal involvement and protest potential is not stronger (arid
negativ.eY when multi-variant analsi's techniques ale employed.

hletic and youth categories are dominated by young people, and it is
the hi h protest potential of individuals with these characteristics that
is impOritaft, rather than'the fact of organizational involvement. Age and
edu6ation are more important than organizational involvement, as predictors,
and when left-right self-placement is included littli variance if explained
by organizational involvement. Unlike the case withiconventionAl
,participation, the impact

\
Witiese other three,. predictors is

- partialled.out, organizational involvement makes very little difference.

I

t
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Table 8 .
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Model of Protedt Potential

.

Age

,aducation

t. I. 4

Lett-right self. placement

OW

organizational aCfivism index'

.

":
S.

,

, 2
Variance explained (adjusted A ) =

'4- 3,5

.06

19.
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. Table 9
- . .

a tv
Level of OrganizationalActivism aild P'rotest Potential- .%

.

. i

"Non- , level of activism
members

Low Medium High

thurch or religious organization

Political party *0
cl

Trade union

Social _club

Faternal lodge'

Professional association'

`Athletic club' or team

Special interest /hobby group

Neteran's organization'
.4

Civic group

, 4r

Charitable-;ociai welfare\organizatioh,

Neighborhood association-°

Business association'

Youth-clvb

Farm organization

CoOperatj.ve'Society

Other political club

Racial or ethnic association. ''

3.0

2.4

2..!'

...

'2.5

O..

2.4

2.A.

2.4

'2. 5

2.5._.

'

2.4

2:8

'2.5 .

2.7'

2:4
.

3.0

___ b

3.4

2.2

2.6

2.3'

2:9,'

2.9

2.9

2.2.

3.0

9 .7
4-

3.2

2.4

2.3

,

.

.

,

:

,

2,4 .'

2:6

2.9

2.6

1.9''
.

2.6

3.1

2.8
M
1.5

2.4

2.7

2.0

2.3

5,4

1:5'

---1:1
..

3.1, '

2.6

(

....,

<.

, .

!
.`

I

S.

2,5\--

2.5

+.2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5t

2.5

,t,

-L.5

1.9
.

3.0

2.9
t

3.0

2.1

.2.9

3. "6
....

3-..-1"'

3.2

2.8-

2.4
.

3.0

1.8

3.1

'3.1

3 4 '.

,t
. . ,* e r

a
'Figure is mean protest potential score:

b

ir

/r
Fewer than 5 cases.
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:Urganizational Involvement nd Perceptions of Politics

In t s final section we briefly introduce two 'measures that relate
to resp ntslperceptions of the po*lbel system. They are apolitical
disdati faction index (PDI) and a trust in government index. We then
ekamin he relationship betweep these measures and organizational 4
Onvory nt;,with a continued concern with the mediating impacbof age,
education; and left-right,self location.

'

As mentioned briefly previously, thesocietal'infegration represented .

by organizational ties could bd expectedto reduce tpefeelings'of
alienation and dissatisfaction. The general, literature on participatory
democracy,in paWcular, emphasizes the heffeficial effects that should be
expected to flaw from widespre'ad participation. Without entering directly
into the debste4yer the.relevande of cdmmonplAce,variables,such as
organizational Memberships and,.4tivism for the fartidipation hypothesis;
we present findings that should.totencourige optimism concerning the
attitudinal consequences of organizational idvolvement.

. .
,

Our PDI measure is cope'rutted from a battery of questiods tapping
three dimensions of public palicY in ten issue areas. The areas are as

,follows: ',
- 4

Ida:king after old pedple
Guaranteeing equal rights for-men and women

/

Seeing to it that everyone. i4ilo wants a job can have one,
.7--'froviding good education .

t,
. Providing good medical care
eProvidinradequate housing
Fighting pollution ,

. -

Guaranteeing neighborhoods safe from crime, '

,

- :Providing equal rights for racial minorities
Trying-to even out differences in wealth

.

The dimensions investigated were the importance Oi4the'issueto the
-respondent; the responsibility of ,the Agovernmerit, for dealing with the issue,
and the satisfaction o£-the respondendrujth governmental, efformance in that
area. A measute of political dfftstisfaction.was Constructed for each issue:

7. pedpie scored high on dissatisfaction if they were dissatisfied 14ththe
,government's performance on the issue if it.Was viewed as a responsibility
of government and :if it was considered to be-very important to the' .

#
. ,

respondent. Low dissatisfaction scores represented either satisfaction,

0;aok of4responsibility assigned to government, ,or lack Of importance of
' the issue to the respondent. Each dimension involved four 'response categoriet,

hence intermediats.levels on the index reflect moderate responses- to the
individual-questions. The PDI measure'is the mean score for the respondent
across all ten isde-areas.29

4

The trust in government measure is derived from two items,from the
SRC-CPS battery:

Generally 'peaking, would you say that thia cbuntry is run
-by a.iew big interests looking out-for themselves or that it,
is run for the benefit of allthe people?

21
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Hot much do you trusflthe grernment'in sngton to do
what is ,right? Do, yoU,trust it just about lways, most of the.
time, only some of the time, or almost. neve ?

I

Our analysis strategy is, to utilize'the.M progiam in ,order to
evaluate the contribution to PDI and trust of o anizational involvement
compared with age, educAtion, and left-right se f placement. The organize-,

tional involvement iiariable is thesumiSkry and

The contrihukidn.of the index of organizational activity to political
.ft:-diSsatisfaction is quite modett.; Table 10 shows the contribution Of the

four variables. It,s0ems that organizational involvement does note

Table 10 here

\.. '

. . . . - . 4,01, ,

eontrroutesgreatly to the satisfaction of members with the outputs of the
politibal system.

_

. The:power f this set of variables for explaining levels of political
trust is likewise unimpressive, thoughorgaffizational activity is no longer- -
by a Small margin -the weakest of the predictors (see Table 11). It is
clear that, whatever -'the causes of political dissatisfaction anedistrust,

s

.--.
Table 21. here

, .

. .
.

. they are'not greatly affected 'by organifational'involvement4

. .";
.

'

.

..,, 4
'ConclusIgins T.° w.

This paper has.reviewed the relationthip betW
,

een organizational
.

'involvement and several aspects of politics. The stzemg contribution
of organizational involvement to conventional Political participation, whin
has%been note0 in many studies, is reconfirmed. The relationship holds

even when controls for age, education, and.lert-right self placement are

ilistitlited. It was expected that organizational involvement would depress
protest potential, and this was shown tobe the case... However,- whgn the

same set'of controls are employed, the relatiOnthi lifgely yanishes; for ,
organizational activistgtend,to possess th ' 1 :MI ogra c and poliqcal
charactirptics of the members of the'popul: who are low on protest.

The relationships between ,organizational .nv vement, on the'orie hand, and 4

.political dissatisfaction and distrust, on the other,.are quite weak.
*Indeed, the variables that were strong predictors of conventional and I
unconventional participation explain little Of,the variance in *satisfaction

and .distrust.
,

, .

The received wisdom concerning theImportance of orgailizational in-
volvement for conventional participatiop is supported by the data.:'"qut.the

, presumed impact of -organizational invorVemerit on reducing'protest, dissatis-.
,,.0-

faction, and distrust, is not confirmed nthese analyses. . .
''',

r
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Table 10

a-

,Model of 101itical Dissatilfaction

9,

)

Left - Rights Self Placement

, 1

Age

Edication

Organizational Activity,Index

Variance explained (adjusted R
2
) =

, ,

.08 "

MIR

s
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b. Table 11

Model of Political Trust

P 1.efiLRight' Self Placement

Age

Orlanizational Activity Index

*V

Education

N,
Variailce explained (adjusted R,) = 02

.11

.0$

.08

T
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